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Big Picture
• The current crisis is unprecedented in the sense that it has seriously impacted the liquidity, solvency 

and viability of a large number of businesses, all at the same time.

• The only way out of this crisis is to inflate a colossal bubble in asset prices, which is equally 

unprecedented.

• The new trade and strategic blocks will emerge to provide leadership to the world. The world may de-The new trade and strategic blocks will emerge to provide leadership to the world. The world may de-

globalize, localize and re-globalize at the same time.

• People rather than material will become the focus of policy formulation. The demographic trends may 

dramatic shifts over next 2-3 decades.

• The global wealth and income inequality may increase to alarming levels. The number of poor (below 

poverty line) may rise disproportionately across the world, especially in emerging countries. This could 

potentially trigger a fresh wave of communism across the world fueled by increasingly isolated China 

and Russia. 2



Key message

• Lock down may fully open before 30 June 2020 and normalcy may return in businesses and logistics by 

30 September 2020.

• Interest rates may remain lower for longer. 

• Poverty shall rise and so shall the efforts to alleviate it, bringing greater focus on food production and 

availability.  Investment in agro supply chain may get a boost.availability.  Investment in agro supply chain may get a boost.

• India will be able to become part of some meaningful trade blocks that may emerge post lockdown. 

Positive for capital flows and foreign trade.

• Chemical manufacturing in India may see great impetus as global supply chain looks to shift from 

China. Electronic and other manufacturing may take longer due to logistics issues.
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Big calls
• A global bubble will inflate in healthcare sector. far bigger and durable than the dotcom and subprime bubbles, as it 

deals with human lives directly.

The politicians, bankers, investors, policy makers, administrators, businessmen, consumers et. al. who have spent 

weeks locked down in their houses fearing for their lives while watching the death statistics on media, would readily 

accept the need for much higher investment and spending on healthcare. In that sense, this bubble will be far more 

tangible, believable, acceptable and inflatable.

• Narrow physical global borders and wider and more liberal and freer international information highways.

• Emergence of Baby Boomers 2.0 in developed economies.

• Huge rise in poverty levels alongside rise in income and wealth inequalities. 

• Emergence of Communism 2.0 in the emerging world.

• Neutral currencies like Cryptos to outperform USD and Gold.
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Strategy

• Overweight Equity

• 70% Equity 25% Debt and 5% Cash allocation

• Hold one third of equity allocation in tactical cash

• Overweight on healthcare services, agri inputs and IT services sectors with 35-45% allocation to these two 

sectors.

• Underweight financial services and discretionary consumption

• Always be mindful of the possibility that India may actually just participate in the global trend and not much • Always be mindful of the possibility that India may actually just participate in the global trend and not much 

may be achieved on the ground in the areas of healthcare services. So buying established businesses at 

reasonable valuation would be a key consideration.

• Target 12%-13% price appreciation from my equity portfolio in next 12 months.
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Investment Goals and Strategy for next 12 months

Asset Class Stance Present allocation Standard Allocation Target return

Growth - Equity OW 70% 60% 12% to 13%

Income - Debt EW 25% 30% 5% to 5.5%

Safety - Cash UW 5% 10% 3.50%

Overall 100% 100% 9% to 10%



Market Outlook

Near term market outlook - Negative

Outlook for key market parameters

• Macroeconomic environment - Weak

• Global markets and flows - Negative*

• Technical positioning - Near Term (2-3 months) positive • Technical positioning - Near Term (2-3 months) positive 

• Corporate earnings and valuations - Negative

• Return profile and prospects for alternative assets like gold, real estate, fixed 

income tec. - Negative

• Greed and fear equilibrium - Neutral

• Perception about the political establishment - Neutral
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Market Outlook

Mid Term market outlook - Neutral

Outlook for key market parameters

• Macroeconomic environment - Neutral

• Global markets and flows - Positive

• Technical positioning - Neutral • Technical positioning - Neutral 

• Corporate earnings and valuations - Neutral

• Return profile and prospects for alternative assets like gold, real estate, fixed 

income tec. - Neutral

• Greed and fear equilibrium - Positive

• Perception about the political establishment - Neutral
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Market Outlook

Nifty scenario for March 2021
1yr forward Price Earning Ratio (x)

FY22

Earnings Growth (%)

FY22

Nifty EPS (Rs)
13 15 17 19 21

-5 437 5681 6555 7429 8303 9177

0 460 5980 6900 7820 8740 9660

5 483 6279 7245 8211 9177 10143

10 506 6578 7590 8602 9614 10626

15 529 6877 7935 8993 10051 11109

20 552 7176 8280 9384 10488 11592

Based on FY21e Nifty EPS of Rs460 and Long Term 
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Based on FY21e Nifty EPS of Rs460 and Long Term 
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Earnings growth continue to remain anemic
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Noteworthy recent events
• Novel coronavirus spread throughout the world, forcing economies to shutdown 

bringing global trade, commerce and travel to a standstill

• Central Bankers across the world announced massive monetary stimulus

• UK exited from European Union wef 1 February 2020

• Global growth estimates cut sharply, a global recession likely in 2020

• OPEC+ agreed to a sharp 19mbpd supply cut, but the crude oil prices fail to recover as • OPEC+ agreed to a sharp 19mbpd supply cut, but the crude oil prices fail to recover as 

storage shortages and demand contraction outweighs the cuts

• RBI cuts rates sharply to multiyear low, as credit markets chokes

• Domestic tax collections falls, exacerbating fiscal pressures – state borrowing costs rise 

materially

• Gold and US Treasuries rise materially on safe haven demand 

• Protectionism rise; India also puts restrictions on place for overseas entities buying stake 

in Indian firms.
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Covid-19 damage
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YTD2020 Indian Market Performance

• Markets correct sharply in line with global peers

• Equity flows turn negative

• Broader markets catching up

• Bond yields lower• Bond yields lower

• INR weaker

• Precious metals notable gainers

• Yield gap turns negative
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Markets correct sharply in line with global peers

Japan

Hong Kong

Indonesia

Singapore

India

South Korea

YTD India falls in line with peers
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Net flows negative; market correlation poor

Monthly Institutional Flows in Indian Equities (Rs. Cr)

Foreign Institutions Domestic Institutions Total Nifty Change %)

Jan-20 -5412 2250
-3163 -1.7%

Feb-20 -12684 16933
4249 -2.0%

Mar-20 -65817 55595
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Mar-20 -65817 55595
-10222 -28.0%

Apr-20 -6654 -2019
-8674 8.3%

Total YTD -90567 72758 -17809
-23.5%

Source: NSDL, SEBI



Market breadth negative,  stock performance highly skewed
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Market breadth negative,  stock performance highly skewed
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Realty, IT best performers, Metals, Media and Auto fare the worst
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Bond yields Lower
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INR Weaker
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Gold higher
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Yield gap around 160bps negative, support equities
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Macro performance

• Growth slows down further

• Long term Nifty returns leading the GDP growth

• Fiscal condition to deteriorate

• External vulnerability rises a tad• External vulnerability rises a tad

• Business and consumer confidence remains poor

• Inflation remains benign 
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Long term growth trend declines further
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Long term Nifty returns leading the economic slowdown
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Fiscal pressure already elevated, may worsen materially
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Economic activity continues to slow down
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Source: Edelweiss Professional Investor Research



External vulnerabilities continues to rise
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Source: Edelweiss Professional Investor Research



Business and Consumer Confidence Worsens
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Inflation remains benign, signs of bottoming
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Monetary easing continues, as growth remains below potential
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1QFY20 Corporate Performance

• Earnings fail to match expectation again

• Demand slowdown embraces almost all sector

• Financials outshine
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Nifty earnings remain disappointing

1. The average earnings growth of Indian companies has remained anemic ever since the global 

financial crisis in 2008-09. The NIFTY EPS has grown at the rate of 5.1% CAGR in past 10 years.

2. The 5yr rolling NIFTY EPS CAGR has ranged between 4 and 6% in past 6 years. This trend is 

likely to sustain for next 3 years at least. It is important to note that COVID-19 led disruptions 

may just be an additional, and not the primary, reason for the poor earnings growth.

3. The market is still pricing in a sharp recovery in earnings post FY21. There is no empirical 

evidence to support this assumption. Extremely loose monetary policy, lower crude prices, evidence to support this assumption. Extremely loose monetary policy, lower crude prices, 

fiscal stimulus, and global growth recovery from lows during past 10 years have not resulted in 

any meaning acceleration in the earnings growth in India. The structural reforms needed to 

accelerate the earnings growth continue to remain elusive.
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Nifty earnings remain disappointing
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Sales and EBIDTA Growth to turn negative for 4QFY20e
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Consumption outlook worsens
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Important disclosures

It is important to note that the Publisher of this note does not offer any portfolio management, brokerage, money management,

equity research or investment advisory services of any kind. Please take advise of a qualified and registered investment advisor

before taking any investment decision.

This report is in no way not intended to provide investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment

objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person. Investors should seek financial advice regarding

the appropriateness of investing in financial instruments and implementing investment strategies discussed in the reports.

Material from these reports may be copied freely, without any need for permission from the Publisher. This is however

subject to copyright consideration of the contents of third parties.

The reports provide general information only. The contents should NOT be considered research analysis or advice.

Reports are prepared independently of the securities market and issuer of securities. These reports have no connection

whatsoever with any proposed offering of securities in any manner.whatsoever with any proposed offering of securities in any manner.

The information herein was obtained from various sources and the Publisher does not guarantee its accuracy. These reports

may contain links to third-party websites. The Publisher acknowledges the trademarks and copyrights of with respect to the

third party material used in this report. Any violation is totally unintentional and is sincerely regretted.

The Publisher is not responsible for the content of any third-party website or any linked content contained in a third-party

website. Content contained on such third-party websites is not part of this report and is not incorporated by reference into this

report. The inclusion of a link in this report does not imply any endorsement by or any affiliation with the Publisher.

Access to any third-party website is at your own risk, and you should always review the terms and privacy policies at third-party

websites before submitting any personal information to them. The Publisher is not responsible for such terms and privacy

policies and expressly disclaims any liability for them.


